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Vocabulary  
 Definition of Hadith science, the importance of science, Hadith 

 The origin of the science of the Hadith, and the authorship therein 

 Science of Hadith , Hadith science by knowing 

 The difference between the Prophetic Sunnah and the Hadith, and the relation between the Sciences 

of the Hadith and other sciences 

 General terms in the science of the Hadith: (Hadith, news, impact,, narrator) 

 The codification of the hadeeth: (codification of the hadeeth at the time of the people of the house, 

 The hadeeth was written by the Shiites: (The four hundred and other Hadiths) 

 Books hadeeth at the time of the Sunnah: (Sahih, Sunan, Musanid) 

 Elements of Hadith: (Sindh, Metn) 

 Sections of the talk: frequent news: definition and conditions, and division and legitimacy 

 News of the individual: definition, division and legitimacy 

 Hadeeth of the one that is associated, and the news of the one who is not associated 

 Musnad, suspense, extensive, famous, authorized (connected) 

 indigestion factors, authoritative pronouns 

 The Hadith is correct, the hadeeth is good 

 Trustful , strong, weak 

 Modification, improvement, documentation, weakening, modification and authentication words, 

words of modification, words of improvement, words of weakness 

 Hyperbole, height in saying and doctrine, mixing, knowing and denying, differences in doctrine 

 Degrees of strength and weakness, sections of the weak, hadeeth topic, and definition 

 Factors of the situation: (political factor, religious factor, sectarian factor, media factor, social worker, 

economic factor, personal factor) 

 How to put hadith, emirates mode, sum topics, literature in subjects 

 The sender: (defined, legitimate), raised, abnormal 

 Eligibility of the narrator of the novel, the importance of the subject, legitimacy, determination, 

qualifications 

 Methods of knowledge of justice and jarh wa Tadel meeting and modification 

 The narrating about women 

 Correcting the accounts of the consensus, correcting the three messages, correcting the four books 

 How to carry the modern and methods of transportation, endurance and performance, transport, 

eligibility for endurance 

 Methods of speech transfer: hearing, reading, handling 

 Writing, media, commandment, labor, leave 

 Contemporary suspicions about modern science 

  
 


